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Willie Soon’s home toilet



Big Bullies: Forces of 

Censorship and Intimidation

• Incident regarding Climate Research 

and Hans von Storch (2003)

• Incident regarding a last-minute 

cancellation of AGU Fall meeting 

session (2009)

• Incident regarding PNAS (2015)



The Big Bullies: CR and von Storch

and at least five editors resigned

Soon and Baliunas controversy (from Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia)

The Soon and Baliunas controversy involved the publication in 2003 of a review 

study written by aerospace engineer Willie Soon and astronomer Sallie Baliunas in 

the journal Climate Research, which was quickly taken up by the G.W. Bush 

administration as a basis for amending the first Environmental Protection Agency 

Report on the Environment.  

The paper was strongly criticized by numerous scientists for its methodology and for 

its misuse of data from previously published studies, prompting concerns about the 

peer review process of the paper.  The controversy resulted in the resignation of half 

of the editors of the journal and in the admission by its publisher Otto Kinne that the 

paper should not have been published as it was.



The Big Bullies: This kind of intimidation 

and censorship is not unique



The Big Bullies: This kind of intimidation 

and censorship is not unique



48 co-editors: 

would anyone 

stand up for 

science and 

the scientific 

methods?



“We need to discuss how we deal with 

authors like Soon and Baliunas, who

obviously are not accepting the 

publication rules by CR. These rules 

say that only original work may be 

published, but they published the same

material in another journal. I think this is 

enough from barring them from

future publications in CR.”

─Hans von Storch July 24, 2003’s email (announcing the pressure from Chris Miller of 

EPW)



von Storch, the man of 

science, trying to impress

US Senate EPW committee?



SB03



SBLII03



A shocking revelation?                              
SB03 was ultimately a hoax.

The pal-review gate keepers at 

CR demanded that we remove 

all direct criticisms of MBH99 

and they removed essentially 

40 pages of printed material 

from SBLII03.



The Big Bullies: 

So what is so scary/bad about SBLII03?

Mark Eakin, NOAA David Halpern, NASA JPL 



The Big Bullies: 

So what is so scary about SBLII03?

Who is who on the emailing list: 

Wigley, Jones, Hulme, Briffa, 

Hansen, Santer, Trenberth, Karl, 

Bradley, MacCracken, Ellen Mosley-

Thompson (editor of Eos), Pachauri



Mann and Jones colluding with Eos/Ellen Thompson



Throwing “crap” and “rubbish” to rebut SB03 and SBLII03     

in Eos: Ray Bradley to Phil Jones

Despite all the soul searching: Mann 

was able to insist on featuring this 

proxy in the final Eos attack. Note 

that Ray Bradley is also the co-

author of the Eos attack



SB03 hijacking the press office?



Don’t tell anyone that SB03 may be right



AR5 (2013) agrees with us



The Big Bullies: AGU



• February-June:  Idea formulated and proposed

• July 17:  Oral session was approved 

• Sep 14:  Merged our 15 papers with 12 papers 

from N. Scafetta and collapsed both sessions 

into one oral session

• Sep 24:  This unified session was subsequently 

dissolved and the 27 papers were redistributed 

into six other poster (non-oral) sessions

• Sep 29-30:  Request for re-instatement of the 

session was made and summarily rejected

The Big Bullies: AGU



The Big Bullies: AGU



Ian Plimer said that studies of the Earth’s 

atmosphere tell us nothing about future climate.

An understanding of climate requires an 

amalgamation of astronomy, solar physics, 

geology, geochronology, geochemistry, 

sedimentology, tectonics, palaeontology, 

paleoecology, glaciology, climatology, 

meteorology, oceanography, ecology, 

archaeology and history.

What is climate? 
What area of expertise is required to master it?

http://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Ian_Plimer


Nothing to 

do with 

“terrestrial 

climate 

change” or 

“hodge-

podge of 

random 

issues”? 



Starting 2012: No Sun-climate research for Willie Soon

if the funding sources are from private enterprises



The Big Bullies: PNAS





The Big Bullies: PNAS



PNAS said Kerry Emanuel is COOL:                                       

No need “stinking” disclosure



Pushing back the Big Bullies

Gordon Todd, Sidley Austin LLP (July 21, 2015)



Pushing back: Can PNAS please check

Mann and Gleick too?



Pushing back: Total silence from PNAS 

(but with loaded gun to shoot)







Less than three weeks after NYT: AMS’s Journal of Climate 

took action with information that is neither true nor correct 

(without even a chance for me to explain!)



Never mind CR, PNAS, JC: Mann the great Arbiter himself



Never mind CR, PNAS, JC: Mann the great Arbiter himself



The extreme warming trend of 1 to 2.5 ºC             

per decade suggested in Mann et al.’s papers over 

the last 1-2 years is physically impossible!



Never mind CR, PNAS, JC: Mann the great Arbiter himself

The direct proof of Mann’s attempt to 

stop the publication of SLB04 in GRL



Conclusion:

The dark cloud of censorship and 

intimidation has inundated climate 

science. Climate science, as we know it, 

has been dangerously corrupted by 

scientism.  The big bad bullies of 

censorship – those scientists, scientific 

institutions and funding agencies –

continue to hijack science for their own 

personal gain.  They must be stopped!



Science is in serious trouble:

More fear factors from NASA



A Step Forward: Armstrong and Green (2016)


